
The Three Biggest Risks to Successful Investing 
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Risk: Behavioral 
Maintaining perspective and long-term discipline 
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Investing can provoke strong 
emotions. In the face of market 
turmoil, some investors may find 
themselves making impulsive 
decisions. We will cover: 

■ Emotional departures from the 
allocation can be costly. 

■ Attempts to outguess the 
market rarely payoff. 

■ Chasing winners often leads to 
a dead end. 

 



Risk: Behavioral 
The Dalbar Study 
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According to Dalbar, for the 30 
years ended December, 31st, 
2015, the S&P index produced 
an annual return of 10.35%, 
while the average equity mutual 
fund investor earned only 
3.66%. 

 

A 30 year difference of 
6.69% -- per year! 
 



Risk: Behavioral 
The Emotions of Market Volatility 
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Many people struggle to 
separate their emotions from 
investing. Markets go up and 
down. Reacting to current 
market conditions may lead to 
making poor investment 
decisions at the worst times. 

For illustrative purposes only. 
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Risk: Behavioral 
Ignore the Noise 
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Daily market news and  
commentary can challenge 
your investment discipline.  
Some messages stir anxiety 
about the future while others 
tempt you to chase the latest 
investment fad. 

When tested, consider the  
source and maintain a  
long-term perspective. 

For illustrative purposes only. 
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Risk: Behavioral 
(Mis)Timing the Market 
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Trying to sell before a drop and 
buy before a run-up is 
impossible to do well 
consistently, but investors 
continually attempt to do so. 

 

 

 

 

In US dollars. Indices are not available for direct investment. Their performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Performane data for 
January 1970 - August 2008 provided by CRSP; performance data for September 2008-December 2015 provided by Bloomberg. S&P data provided by Standard & Poor's Index Service Group. US bonds and bills data copyright Stocks, 
Bonds, Bills, and Inflation Yearbook, Ibbotson Associates, Chicago (annually updated work by Roger G. Ibbotson and Rex A. Sinquefield).  
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Performance of the S&P 500 Index, 1970 - 2015 

37% 20% Outperformed Missing only a few days 
of strong returns can 
drastically impact overall 
performance.  
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Risk: The Impact of Expenses 
The Best Predictor of Fund Performance is Fees 
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Only 17% of US equity mutual 
funds have survived and 
outperformed their benchmarks 
over the past 15 years. 

 

 
Beginning sample includes US equity mutual funds as of the beginning of the 15-year period ending December 31, 2015. Survivors are funds that were still in existence as of December 31, 2015. Non-survivors include funds that were either 
liquidated or merged. Outperformers are funds that survived and beat their respective benchmarks over the period. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  
Data Source: Analysis conducted by Dimensional Fund Advisors using data on US-domiciled mutual funds obtained from the CRSP Survivor-Bias-Free US Mutual Fund Database, provided by the Center for Research in Security Prices, 
University of Chicago. Sample excludes index funds. Benchmark data provided by MSCI, Russell, and S&P. MSCI data © MSCI 2016, all rights reserved. Frank Russell Company is the source and owner of the trademarks, service marks, and 
copyrights related to the Russell Indexes. The S&P data is provided by Standard & Poor’s Index Services Group. Benchmark indices are not available for direct investment. Their performance does not reflect the expenses associated 
with the management of an actual portfolio. Mutual fund investment values will fluctuate, and shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Diversification neither assures a profit nor guarantees 
against a loss in a declining market. 
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US Equity Mutual Fund Performance 

43% 
Survive 

17% 
Outperform 

15 Years 
2,758 funds at beginning 



Risk: The Impact of Expenses 
Why don’t we pick from the funds that performed the best? 
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Mutual Funds that have 
outperformed in the past do  
not always persist as winners. 

As an example; a study by Amit 
Goyal of Emory University and 
Sunil Wahal of Arizona State 
University found that investment 
manager hiring and firing 
decisions made by consultants 
and board members of 
retirement plans, endowments, 
and foundations, was a waste of 
time; concluding that post-hiring 
excess returns are 
indistinguishable from zero. 

The graph shows the proportion of US equity mutual  funds that outperformed and underperformed their respective benchmarks (i.e., winners and losers) during the initial 10-year period ending December 31, 2010. Winning funds were re-
evaluated in the subsequent five-year period from 2011 through 2015, with the graph showing winners (outperformers) and losers (underperformers). Fund count and percentages may not correspond due to rounding. Past performance is no 
guarantee of future results. Data Source: Analysis conducted by Dimensional Fund Advisors using data on US-domiciled mutual funds obtained from the CRSP Survivor-Bias-Free US Mutual Fund Database, provided by the Center for 
Research in Security Prices, University of Chicago. Sample excludes index funds. Benchmark data provided by MSCI, Russell, and S&P. MSCI data © MSCI 2016, all rights reserved. Frank Russell Company is the source and owner of the 
trademarks, service marks, and copyrights related to the Russell Indexes. The S&P data is provided by Standard & Poor’s Index Services Group. Benchmark indices are not available for direct investment. Their performance does not 
reflect the expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio. Mutual fund investment values will fluctuate, and shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Diversification neither 
assures a profit nor guarantees against a loss in a declining market. 
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Do Outperforming US Equity Mutual Funds Persist? 

2001–2010 
2,758 funds at beginning 

2011–2015 

37% 20% Outperformed 541 
funds 



Risk: The Impact of Expenses 
What about hedge funds? 
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Simon Lack, author of the 2012 
book The Hedge Fund Mirage, 
found if all the money ever 
invested in hedge funds instead 
had been put in Treasury bills, 
investors would have been twice 
as well off. 

 

 



Risk: Macro Risks 
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Risk: Macro Risks 
Lack of Intl. diversification/home Bias 
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Diversification helps reduce risks 
that have no expected return, 
but diversifying within your home 
market is not enough. Global 
diversification can broaden your 
investment universe. 

 

 

MSCI data copyright MSCI 2016, all rights reserved. Indices are not available for direct investment. Index performance does not reflect expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio. Past performance is not a guarantee of 
future results.  
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Total 
Cumulative 
Return (%) 

S&P 500 Index -9.10 
MSCI World ex USA Index (net div.) 17.47 

MSCI World ex USA Value Index (net div.) 48.71 

MSCI World ex USA Small Cap Index (net div.) 94.33 

MSCI Emerging Markets Index (net div.) 154.28 

MSCI Emerging Markets Value Index (net div.) 212.72 

Global Index Returns 
January 2000 – December 2009 



Risk: Macro Risks 
Global Valuations 
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http://www.multpl.com/shiller-pe/ 
 
http://www.starcapital.de/research/stockmarketvaluation 



Advantages  
Advisor’s Alpha 
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A 2014 Vanguard study shows 
that working with a fiduciary 
advisor can add up to an 
estimated 3% per year – which 
adds hundreds of basis points to 
a client’s “go-it-alone” return.  

Washpark Capital provides you 
the following advantages:  

•  Goal Setting 

•  Customized Portfolio 
Management 

•  Behavioral Coaching 

•  Portfolio Stress Testing 

•  Asset Location 

•  Tax-Aware Rebalancing 

 

Diversification does not eliminate the risk of market loss. There is no guarantee investment strategies will be successful. For illustrative purposes only. 
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Advisor Alpha 
about 3.0%  

Wealth 
Management 

0 – 1.05% 

Portfolio 
Construction 
0 – 1.20% 

Behavioral 
Coaching 

1.50% 



Advantage: Customized Portfolio Management 
Capturing alpha through portfolio construction and wealth management 
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Portfolio construction Potential value relative to“average” 
client experience (in percentage of 
net return) 

Suitable asset allocation using broadly diversified mutual funds/ETFs >0% 

Use of low-cost index-based products .45% 

Asset location between taxable and tax-advantaged accounts 0 –.75% 

Total-return versus income investing >0% 

Wealth management 

Regular rebalancing .35% 

Spending strategy for drawdowns 0 –.70% 

Behavioral Coaching 

Advisor guidance to help adhere to financial plan 1.5% 

Potential Value Added “About 3%” 

Source: Vanguard “The added value of financial advisors” 2014 
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Advantage: Goal Setting 
Good planning starts with your goals 
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What are you looking to 
accomplish with your 
investments, both in the long-
term and the short-term? A new 
house? College education? 
Retirement income planning? 
Once those goals, and your 
tolerance for risk -- or portfolio 
ups and downs (volatility), only 
then can an asset allocation and 
a proper recommendation be 
given to a client. 

Your needs will evolve as your 
life changes, so your advisor is 
there to make sure your financial 
plan adapts as well.  

 

 Rocking Chair by ProSymbols from the Noun Project 
Cane by Blaise Sewell from the Noun Project 
investment by AlfredoCreates.com from the Noun Project 
College Tuition by Rediffusion from the Noun Project 

Living in 
Retirement 

Preparing 
to Retire 

Saving and 
Paying for 
College 

Maximizing 
an 

Inheritance 



Advantage: Customized Portfolio Management 
The financial markets have rewarded long-term investors 
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Different investment classes 
have different levels of risk and 
return. The ones that get higher 
returns also have the larger 
potential for losses. Conversely, 
the ones that are more steady 
tend to get lower returns. The 
best way is to have a portfolio 
that includes some of each type 
so that you can get higher 
returns but offset the risk 
somewhat.  

In US dollars. Indices are not available for direct investment. Their performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio. US Small Cap Index is the CRSP 6-10 Index; US Large Cap Index is the 
S&P 500 Index; Long-Term Government Bonds Index is 20-Year US Government Bonds; Treasury Bills are One-Month US Treasury bills; US Inflation is the Consumer Price Index. CRSP data is provided by the Center for Research in Security 
Prices, University of Chicago. The S&P data is provided by Standard & Poor's Index Services Group. Bonds, T-bills, and inflation data provided by Morningstar. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 
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US Large Cap Index 
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Advantage: Smart Diversification 
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Source: NovelInvestor.com 
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Advantage: Tilting To the Dimensions of Higher Return 
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Academic research has  
identified these dimensions,  
which point to differences  
in expected returns. 

These dimensions are  
pervasive, persistent, and  
robust and can be pursued  
in cost-effective portfolios. 

At WashPark Capital, we believe 
integrating ESG factors into the 
investment process is an 
additional dimension of excess 
return -- that also allows us to 
invest more sustainably. 

Diversification does not eliminate the risk of market loss. Relative price is measured by the price-to-book ratio; value stocks are those with lower price-to-book ratios.  
Profitability is a measure of current profitability, based on information from individual companies’ income statements.  

Dimensions of Expected Stock Returns 

SC: GC12 

Market  
Equity premium—stocks vs. bonds 

Company Size  
Small cap premium—small vs. large companies 

Relative Price 
Value premium—value vs. growth companies 

Profitability 
Profitability premium—high vs. low profitability companies 
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Sustainability (ESG) 
Sustainability premium—high vs. low sustainable companies 



Advantage: Global Diversification 

19 Source: Dimensional Fund Advisors 



Advantage: Behavioral Coaching 
Focus on what you can control 
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At WashPark, an overarching 
theme runs through the 
investment guidance we provide 
to clients—focus on what you 
can control. 

 

Too many focus on the markets, 
the economy, manager ratings, 
or the performance of an 
individual security or strategy, 
overlooking the fundamental 
principles that we believe can 
give them the best chance of 
success. 



Advantage: Behavioral Coaching 
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Your financial advisor is there to 
help you navigate market 
turbulence and stay on course to 
reach your goals. With both the 
initial planning and the ongoing 
communication Washpark is 
there to keep you from falling 
prey to the cognitive biases that 
hinder most investors.  

Behavioral Coaching has been 
shown to add as much as 1.5% 
to net returns.  

Stay 
the 

Course  

Understand 
your risk 
tolerance 

Stress test 
your portfolio 

Set realistic 
expectations 

Steer away 
from common 

mistakes 

Ongoing 
communication 

ID  



Advantage: Asset Location 
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Basically asset allocation means 
placing tax-inefficient 
investments in accounts that 
shelter them from immediate 
taxation.  

Asset location can add up to 
0.75% in added returns.  
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Tax-
Advantaged 
Accounts 

Tax-
Inefficient 

Investments 

Taxable 
Accounts 

Tax-Efficient 
Investments 



Advantage: Tax-Aware Rebalancing 
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Periodic rebalancing will be 
necessary to bring the portfolio 
back into line with the allocation 
designed for the goal. 

 

Use cash flows such as 
contributions and withdrawals to 
reduce taxes and transaction 
costs.  

 

Disciplined rebalancing helps 
you buy low and sell high, 
lowering risk and increasing long 
term returns.  

Image source: http://monevator.com/threshold-rebalancing/ 

Portfolio Rebalancing 
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Advantage: Portfolio Stress Testing 
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Scenarios 
A scenario is a representation of a macro-economic or geopolitical 
event which has the potential to impact investment returns. We 
can design custom scenarios that reflect individual investor 
concerns, or apply our broad catalog of risk scenarios to a portfolio 
to identify risk factors. 

Lever Analysis 
Our platform tracks over 90 different economic factors including 
GDP growth and CPI, market data like commodities and currency 
prices, and industry-specific factors such as shipping rates and 
housing starts. Then, based on statistical correllations, it analyzes 
the effect of these factors on assets in your portfolio. 

Assets (Mutual funds, stocks, etc.) 
Our stress test scenarios can be used with a wide range of asset 
classes including stocks, bonds, ETFs, mutual funds, closed-end 
funds, options, separately managed accounts, hedge funds, and 
non-traded REITs. 
Source: Hidden Levers 
Image credit: Sliders by Aaron K. Kim from the Noun Project 

Key Elements of the Portfolio Stress Test 
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Washpark Capital Process 
Integrated Planning and Investing Sample Topic Flow 
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First Quarter	 Second Quarter	 Third Quarter 	 Fourth Quarter 	

Goals and Values 
Discovery Meetings	

Will, Advance 
Directive	

Employee Benefits 
Optimization	

Savings or Rate 
Withdrawal Review	

SWOT Analysis	 Beneficiary Review	 Buying a Home	 Tax-Aware 
Rebalancing	

Asset Allocation/
Location Strategy and 
IPS	

Paying for College	 Cash Flow Analysis & 
Monthly Spending Plan	

Year End 
Contributions	

Risk Tolerance 
Assessment	

Retirement Savings 
Planning 	 Social Security Analysis	 Net Worth Statement	

Recurring Tasks:	 Recurring Tasks:	 Recurring Tasks:	 Recurring Tasks:	

Quarterly Newsletter	 Quarterly Newsletter	 Quarterly Newsletter	 Quarterly Newsletter	

Portfolio Review and 
Stress Testing	

Portfolio Review & 
Stress Testing	

Portfolio Review & 
Stress Testing	

Portfolio Review & 
Stress Testing	

Update on Planning 
Items to Address	

Update on Planning 
Items to Address	

Update on Planning 
Items to Address	

Update on Planning 
Items to Address	



WashPark Process 
“One-page” planning scenarios and investment plans 
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